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Smart Traffic Analyzer is an innovative and powerful tool tailored to analyze data from local IP
camera footage and upload to cloud, as well as from cloud footage and upload to local folders. The
main advantage of Smart Traffic Analyzer is its multi-platform compatibility, which lets you work on

footage regardless of the place you store it. The application can handle several video processing
tasks, such as video encoding, editing, and processing, and it provides numerous output presets. It
can also check the traffic in real time and inform you about any traffic incidents and traffic speed.
The application can handle footage from local IP cameras, cloud servers, streaming captures and

folders, and it supports many video processing tools. Additionally, it offers various settings for video
playback, as well as zooming tools to allow a closer look at details of interest. Moreover, the software
can search for vehicles, objects that might have fallen off trucks, and other details that might cause
incidents in real time. Video processing tools Smart Traffic Analyzer features many video processing

tools, including video encoding, video framing, and video editing. It can encode footage in the
popular MP4, H.264, and MPEG formats, and it offers a wide range of presets for your convenience.
You can even set up the software to automatically correct video distortion. Video frame scaling can

be used to display videos in any size. For example, you can create a 17-inch video to view it on a big
screen without scaling it. The quality of video can be improved by adjusting the brightness and

contrast. You can even convert the resolution to 480p, 640p, and other popular video resolutions.
Smart Traffic Analyzer supports video editing. You can use the software to make video transitions or

simple editing. With all these powerful features, Smart Traffic Analyzer is an ideal tool to process
videos and analyze traffic data. Live monitoring of traffic Live video monitoring lets you see the

traffic in real time. The software can detect anomalies such as traffic jams, accidents, and stalled
vehicles in real time. Smart Traffic Analyzer has a built-in recorder that can capture traffic videos
locally and upload them to any FTP server. Also, you can save the footage in MP4, MPG, and FLV
formats. An indicator and report generator With its indicator module, Smart Traffic Analyzer can

determine when a stopped vehicle or object might have fallen off a truck. The software can detect
and determine traffic incidents and can notify you via messages and phone calls when there is an

emergency on the road.
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Smart Traffic Analyzer Free Download is a handy software tool that makes traffic monitoring from
various devices and videos much easier and convenient. It has a user-friendly interface with a black

window that is just enough for the video player to be a pleasure to watch, and it supports various
input sources, such as IP cameras, local videos, tuners, capture devices, and web URLs. The recorder

allows you to capture footage and save it locally in a compressed format. Smart Traffic Analyzer
Serial Key has a video player, where you can view the video as well as playback, zoom, crop, or

record it. Smart Traffic Analyzer has various settings related to video playback, as well as advanced
zooming capabilities for a closer look at details of interest. Cropping is also possible. Smart Traffic
Analyzer is powered by a reliable system that allows you to classify vehicles and calculate traffic

volume and speed. The incident detection module can spot unusual vehicles and objects that might
have fallen off trucks. Smart Traffic Analyzer, with its built-in report generator, allows you to review
the captured data and draw custom charts for a better understanding of the traffic evolution. More
about Smart Traffic Analyzer: Smart Traffic Analyzer is a convenient software tool that makes traffic

monitoring from various devices and videos much easier and convenient. All You Need to Know
about Traffic Cameras Traffic camera installation is a law enforcement task, therefore, the most

essential thing to take into account is that the cameras record legally. A well-designed CCTV system
is a vital asset for almost any commercial or residential property, be it a small business or a house

that needs constant surveillance. Since the system is designed and installed with the owner in mind,
it provides 24-7 video monitoring. Today there are a variety of types of traffic cameras available,
such as the near infrared cameras and the thermal cameras, connected with the help of a wide

variety of adapter cables. The central unit usually contains a flash memory in which the video and
images are recorded. These can be expanded by an internal card reader, and the video can be

transferred directly to a computer to be displayed or stored. Why do we need traffic cameras? Traffic
cameras are designed to ensure road safety and report about the traffic volume in different areas,
but monitoring their footage is not easy. Smart Traffic Analyzer is a handy tool tailored to analyze
data from both IP cameras, tuners, and videos to determine several indicators that allow accurate

traffic analysis and reporting. Various input sources and video processing b7e8fdf5c8
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The tool can easily and accurately analyze traffic video and collect, view and analyze real-time traffic
information, such as traffic light traffic volume, average traffic speed, accidents, truck loads, and
other incidents. By connecting to cameras around the world through IP, it provides you and your
operators a comprehensive traffic management solution. Key features: Provides you and your
operators with full traffic monitoring capabilities. Allows you to receive real-time traffic information.
Gives you a detailed report about the traffic status. Enables you to read video source in either
internal memory or from a local video. Provides various video playback features, including frame
counting, audio stream information, and zooming. Connects to video surveillance cameras via IP.
Check traffic load, traffic volume and speed. Looks for unusual traffic and object storages, such as
fallen objects and vehicles. Provides offline mode and online monitoring. Generates graphical
reports. Supported video source: IP camera, local video, tuners, capture devices, as well as video
URLs. What’s in the box: 1 X Smart Traffic Analyzer 1 X Power supply 1 X User manual Free extended
license (48 hours) Highlights: The tool can easily and accurately analyze traffic video and collect,
view and analyze real-time traffic information, such as traffic light traffic volume, average traffic
speed, accidents, truck loads, and other incidents. By connecting to cameras around the world
through IP, it provides you and your operators a comprehensive traffic management solution. What’s
in the box: 1 X Smart Traffic Analyzer 1 X Power supply 1 X User manual Free extended license (48
hours) Highlights: The tool can easily and accurately analyze traffic video and collect, view and
analyze real-time traffic information, such as traffic light traffic volume, average traffic speed,
accidents, truck loads, and other incidents. By connecting to cameras around the world through IP, it
provides you and your operators a comprehensive traffic management solution. This system is
especially useful in facilities where several machines share a switch. This allows you to connect
several computers with a single cable or LAN port. The setup is easy since the switch is plugged into
a computer and Ethernet cable goes from computer to computer. Each computer can receive data
from multiple machines and show it on the monitor attached to that computer. The Tuxedo Universal
Video Router supports both analog and digital cameras as well

What's New In?

Smart Traffic Analyzer is a small application, yet powerful, that can monitor traffic from as many as
256 traffic cameras simultaneously with unrivaled accuracy, and it’s better because it does not
require access to root permissions. Built with a user-friendly dashboard, it's easy to use and provides
useful tools to get insights on real-time traffic conditions. Its multi-camera monitoring feature allows
you to pick a single camera or group of cameras on a map and get high-quality recordings with
sophisticated camera masks. Detailed monitoring and deep analysis Monitoring traffic cameras is
only the first step to get relevant information. Smart Traffic Analyzer offers deep insight into
recorded video for a more detailed understanding of the traffic conditions in your area. All captured
traffic data is analyzed with fine-grained accuracy. It can determine several indicators, including the
total number of vehicles, average speed, average traffic speed and flow, minute-by-minute, and
hourly flow of traffic. Automate traffic management Smart Traffic Analyzer also offers automated
route and speed recommendations to help you get more out of the traffic. It can also help you avoid
congestion and help you plan routes better. It records video with powerful masks, and you can
capture traffic events. Smart Traffic Analyzer can view live traffic camera feeds and offers traffic
events in a timeline. You can also download the live video to your computer, and navigate with it.
Advanced traffic analysis and reporting Smart Traffic Analyzer can generate real-time reports and
comprehensive reports, saving you time. Its report generator can view reports and export them to
TXT, CSV, and HTML file formats. The system offers customizable reports in traffic volumes, volumes
per lane, average speed, and traffic events. You can create reports based on the last 24 hours, last
week, last month, or the last three months. It's also possible to view reports grouped by events,
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number of vehicles, lanes, and meters. Smart Traffic Analyzer is the perfect solution for both
beginners and professionals looking for a high-quality traffic monitoring program. Camera monitoring
is only the first step to get real-time insights into the traffic conditions in your area. Advanced real-
time traffic analysis and reporting that saves you time. Multi-camera monitoring and deep video
analysis. Traffic report generators let you choose the duration of the report. Automatically generate
route and speed recommendations. Traffic events, traffic volumes, and traffic volumes per lane.
Automatically capture traffic events. Background software that
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3, Windows Server 2008 R2 Processor: Intel Pentium 4, AMD
Athlon 64, or equivalent Memory: 2GB RAM (8GB of RAM recommended) Graphics: Graphics card and
drivers required to play the game Recommended: OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, AMD Phenom II X4, or equivalent Memory: 4GB RAM (8GB of RAM
recommended) Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 460
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